
This order may not be used as a basis for disqualification of a judge. 

 

State of Arizona 

COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

Disposition of Complaint 13-192 

Judge:   No. 0230014728A 

Complainant:   No. 0230014728B 

ORDER 

 The complainant alleged a municipal court judge engaged in improper 
personal behavior. 

 The responsibility of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially 
determine if the judge engaged in conduct that violated the provisions of Article 6.1 
of the Arizona Constitution or the Code of Judicial Conduct and, if so, to take 
appropriate disciplinary action. The purpose and authority of the commission is 
limited to this mission. 

After reviewing the complaint, the commission found no evidence of ethical 
misconduct and concluded that the judge did not violate the Code in this case. 
Accordingly, the complaint is dismissed in its entirety, pursuant to Rules 16(a) and 
23. 

Dated: September 4, 2013. 

FOR THE COMMISSION 

 

  /s/ George Riemer 
George A. Riemer 
Executive Director 

 
Copies of this order were mailed 
to the complainant and the judge 
on September 4, 2013.  
 



  

State of Arizona

Commision on Judical Conduct

1501 W Washington Street, Suite 229

Phoenix, AZ85OO7

Re: Presiding   

To whom it may concern,

l'm writing to you to file a complaint against        Municipal

court,    . I believed Judge  has constitutes

judicial misconduct as he involved in multiple sex scandals.

First, s marriage ended as result of infidelity on his part.

Second, seven days after his divorce, according to , he flew to  and involved

in multiple sex scandals with at least 4 different girls in five weeks he was there, not mention he has

involved in 3 years relationship with his girlfriend in .  had used his power and title

of being a "Judge" to deceived, and manipulated these young girls to get them into bed with him. He

flew back and forth from   , and stayed in numerous different hotels to be with

different girls for different nights. Needless to say, these activities continued for 15 months, which

started from April 2OL2to current.       

Third,  believed he did no wronB for using his title and his job to influenced these young

girls while he proud and convinced himself as he could be like "Tiger Woods" for having multiple girls to

satisfy his needs.  also convinced as a 60 year old man himself engaged in multiple sexual

activities with 4 different girls from 24 to 26 years old for fun would boost up his ego.

Fourth,       claimed he had legitimate business as a man for

represent the "Constitution of the United State" for all his visits to  .  used

his line of work and this marriage couple in       to cover up

for his dirty sexual activities while he was there.



Please advise me how " we" as the "people", and the "AZ Supreme Court System" appointed 

 with this kind of behaviors to be a "Judge" to represent the "Constitution of the United

State"?  did not make a good judgment for his personal life. What make you think he will

make a fair judgment while he performs his duty as a "Judge"?

I believed the US Court System will corrupt if every judge turned out to be like , and there

will be no law to control criminals in this society.

I also believed the AZ Supreme Court,   had wasted our citizen's

tax money to pay for  salary. With all respects, l'm strongly believed  is a

sex predator and with this kind of behaviors, he does not have any right to make judgment on anyone.

Therefore, I request the AZ Supreme Court to remove  from the bench. Please be advised,

a copy of this complaint will forward to  office for review if
this matter does not get resolve.




